
TraceFORM: A tangible interface for 
visually impaired learners. 
 

Abstract 
In this paper we present TraceFORM, a system built on 
top of TRANSFORM [1], which aims to serve as a 
learning aid for visually impaired students within a 
classroom environment. The main premise of our 
proposal is the two dimensional physicalization of 
graphical data representations containted in a web 
page, which would otherwise be missed or insufficiently 
described via a screen reader to a visually impaired 
person. This paper describes our resarch, ideation, 
concept development and prototyping for TraceFORM. 
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Introduction 
Graphical representations is a key element in conveying 
information in most learning situations. The use of 
coordinate systems, bar charts and similar plots are 
essential tools to explain a broad range of concepts 
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within mathematics, physics, economics and social 
sciences to name a few. With the rise of graphical user 
interfaces (GUI’s) the cost of visualising data has 
approached zero and many classrooms today utilize 
tablets and laptops as an integrated part of the 
curriculum. However, although such tools are great at 
translating even complex and dynamic datasets onto 
screen-based visualizations, they leave behind an entire 
group of students.  

In the US alone, more than 450.000 kids under the age 
of 21 suffer from serious visually-impairment , 1
essentially preventing this group from engaging in the 
common usage of spatial visualisations let it be in 
textbooks, on chalkboards or digitally. The learning gap 
has only become larger as visually sound classmates 
now benefit from the dynamic and interactive use of 
GUI’s which allow students to directly manipulate and 
visualize concepts such as motion, electrical signals, 
averaging and other mathematical concepts that are 
difficult to describe and comprehend from text/audio 
alone.  

As of today the most common medium to make spatial 
visualizations tangible to visually impaired students 
include the use of raised paper, paint that swell upon 
drying (eg. PuffyPaint) or by the use of cork board with 
pins and rubber bands in between to represent graphs 
[2]. These mediums are however time intensive to 
prepare, lack the dynamic features of GUI’s and have a 
difficulty communicating complex datasets.   

!
Figure 1: Rubber-band technique and PuffyPaint. 

Existing Work 
Within the domain of data physicalization, the field of 
using computer-supported mediums to represent data 
physically, some efforts has been made to address the 
issues of visually-impaired users. Specifically tools to 
make 2D graphs and bar-charts universally available 
has been suggested, such as the Tangible Graph Builder 
[3]. However despite the appealing use of the word 
 “tangible”, the aforementioned solution doesn’t seem 
to provide an entirely tangible experience, but rather a 
physical interface for manipulating a sonifiedbased 
graph.  

Other solutions include the use of haptic devices where 
the data has essentially been carved out in a virtual 
space, allowing the user to feel and explore the dataset 
 [4]. Such systems has in a research environment been 
developed further and now allow users to construct and 
manipulate the data as well [5].   

However as pointed out by McGookin, Robertson and 
Brewster [3], a major drawback of the haptic systems 
is that these only allow single point of contact, making 
it very difficult to attain the spatial overview, which to 
our understanding is the key element in the  

!   American Foundation for the Blind. (2017, January). Children and youth with vision loss. New York: Author. Online at: http://1
www.afb.org/info/blindness-statistics/children-and-youth/children-and-youth-with-vision-loss/235 



interpretation of graphs.  

!
Figure 2: Tangible Graph Builder [3]. 

!  
Figure 3: Haptic data exploration [4]. 



 

TRANSFORM 
The medium of our choice is TRANSFORM [1], a 
dynamic, computationally reconfigurable and 
transformable shape-changing platform. TRANSFORM is 
comprised of three dynamic shape displays [refs] that 
move pins vertically in real-time. 

!  
Figure 4: TRANSFORM 

The reasons why we chose TRANSFORM are manyfold. 
The originality and complexity of the platform are hard 
to produce within the context of a one-month 
classroom assignment. We were intrigued and excited 
being given the opportunity to work with one of 
Tangible Media Group’s most celebrated demos, and we 
felt that the ideas that we quickly brainstormed were 
providing some promising venues.  

The initial sketches and scenarios we came up 
converged to using TRANSFORM within the context of 
learning, or more broadly that of a classroom. Some 
ideas were to help children grasp concepts that benefit 

from at least a basic level of visualization: a map, a 
graph, some basic statistics.  

!  
Figure 5: Initial sketches of learning concepts.  

Going forward, our first demos involved simulating 
basic mathematical puzzles (mainly addition and 
multiplication) along with the physicalization of a 
demographic data. 

!  
Figure 6: First prototypes of using the transform as a 
learning tool. 

The feedback we received during the intermediate 
review made clear a point that we had already 
identified: TRANSFORM shines when used as a dynamic 
medium, and not in a directly represantational form. 



 

For example, using TRANSFORM as an interface for the 
well known symbols of addition and multiplication was 
quite simplistic. A better iteration would be to simulate 
dynamic and meaningful shape changes to denote that 
“addition is moving something from the left and making 
it appear on the right”.  

During that process however, the idea of using 
TRANSFORM as a medium for visually impaired 
individuals came up, and we quickly decided to evolve 
our previous scenario to that of using TRANSFORM for 
visually impaired students, and in particular for 
facilitating comprehension of two-dimensional graphs. 
Understanding traces by following form - TraceFORM. 

TraceFORM: Concept Design 
The most essential part of developing the concept for 
TraceFORM was engaging with Matthew Shifrin. He is a 
talented young blind man who was kind enough to join 
us in a user-testing session during the concept 
development. We decided to focus our attention to the 
very real scenario of a visually impaired person wanting 
to go through a website that involves some sort of 2D 
graphical representation of two values. Usually, the 
screen reading software will either skip the graph 
completely, or if there is a label specifically for purposes 
of accessibility, it will read something very simplistic 
like “graph for velocity and time”. We felt that this was 
exactly a scenario in which having a dynamic tangible 
interface would shine.  

We decided to focus on a web page that teaches the 
fundamentals of linear motion . 2

!  
Figure 7: Screenshot of the web page. 

The concept we started developing was very simple: 
The user is listening to the screen reader reading 
through the text, and as soon as there is a graph, the 
screen reader pauses, and TraceFORM comes into play. 
The TraceFORM behavior is looping, until the user 
wishes to pause it. For the example of the graph above, 
we propose having four pins simulate a car and move 
horizontally at constant or variable velocity until the 
user pushes them downwards. TraceFORM then pauses, 
and the screen reader resumes.  

 http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/1DKin/Lesson-3/The-Meaning-of-Shape-for-a-p-t-Graph2



 

 

!  
Figure 8: Screenshot of our video. 

The webpage we chose involved many different graphs, 
all of which are built into TraceFORM. As mentioned 
earlier, the user can operate on the platform if they 
wish to look up a value, by pushing down a particular 
pin. The screen reader will then announce the 
coordinates at that point of the graph, for example 
“time equals two seconds, displacement equals four 
meters”. 

TraceFORM: Discussion and user testing 
impressions 
Having the opportunity to work and learn from Matthew 
was incredible for every member of our team - his 
reactions were honest, thoughtful and very positive. He 
was extremely perceptive with every detail, instantly 
identifying pins that were behaving differently, and 
making us notice things that we had previously missed. 
He was very quick to say that he wished he had a 
system like this when he was learning about physics 

and generally about objects or concepts that are hard 
to describe to visually impaired people (an example is a 
cloud - it is hard to know what a cloud looks like if you 
can’t see it). 

In terms of working with the code base, we preferred to 
make use of the scripted mode rather than directly 
writing code. To this end, we created a series of black 
and white videos that corresponded to how we wanted 
the pins to move in the two dimensional space, 
essentially choreographing the desired sequence of 
events. 

!  
Figure 9: The video files we created. 

Future work 
In a digital era where interfaces dominate the 
interaction and attention economies, we have to be 
very mindful of those who are not able to benefit from 
technological advances in the same way as we do. 
Accessibility has only recently become an area towards 
which the tech giants invest, by creating teams of 
designers, technologists and user researchers. Still, the 
advances in that field are definitely disproportional to 
these in mainstream consumer electronics.  



 

We believe that TraceFORM is the first prototype of an 
effort that can maybe one day become the companion 
of every young student in a classroom. Our prototype 
so far addresses simple two dimensional graphics but 
we can imagine it being extended to more complex 
data descriptives, like demographic maps or three 
dimensional representations. As information and its 
intrepretation become increasingly important in our 
society, we believe that everyone should be offered a 
way to understand and act upon the meaning of such 
information.  
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